
Protect your patients sensitive information while 
eliminating costly interruptions and tedious IT issues
by up to 63% across your organization.

Deep Freeze for Healthcare

As an IT Manager for a healthcare provider, I have noticed a
dramatic difference in the amount of maintenance required on
these systems. I would highly recommend this product to other IT
departments looking for an easy-to-use solution for maintaining
their terminal server

Jen Blackledge
The Center, Orthopaedic & Neurosurgical Care & ResearchThe Center, Orthopaedic & Neurosurgical Care & Research



Just What The Doctor Ordered
Our healthcare customers agree, Deep Freeze is the best 
way to protect confidential patient data, while providing 
stable workstations to all users.

Deep Freeze’s Core Features:

“Reboot to Resto“Reboot to Restore” technology means secure patient 
data and zero disruption on doctor/nurse laptops, 
COWs, and more.

Reduce dependency on the IT support team. Just 
“reboot” to get rid of the unwanted/ unwelcome 
changes.

Guaranteed 100% workstation recovery upon restart.

Maintain the workstationMaintain the workstation’s configured state all the time.

Centrally deploy, setup and manage with Enterprise 
Console.

Faronics Deep Freeze is assisting 
our Healthcare customers with 
HIPAA Compliance and patient 
confidentiality. 

DDeep Freeze guarantees 100% 
workstation recovery on every 
restart, preserving your desired 
configurations and settings.

Recommended For All Computers
Deep Freeze is designed to work on almost any existing 
computer system, so you’ll never need to upgrade your 
hardware.

Designed to work on:

Patient laptop carts (Computer on Wheels).

Staff/ nuStaff/ nurse station computers

Staff training and conference room computers

Medical device computers (running Windows OS)

Patient registration computers

Thin clients with Citrix, VMWare, Microsoft, etc.
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